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A B S T R A C T

Shrinkage and dimensional accuracy are of particular importance for industrial material production. High di-
mensional accuracy directly lowers finishing works and cost. Capillary suspension processing is a novel, easy
method to produce highly porous ceramic materials. Their shrinkage and shape accuracy is investigated during
processing using a laser microscope. The total shrinkage is reduced by 20% for capillary suspension compared to
pure suspension. This results from an increase in linear shape accuracy for top radii as well as height. The linear
shape accuracy is increased by 6% in top radius and by 16% in height by using the capillary suspension phe-
nomenon. We also show that this capillary suspension method is applicable for continuous shaping processes,
like extrusion. The combination of an easy, robust processing route with known dimensional accuracy and
applicability for continuous shaping processes makes this capillary suspension processing route highly desirable
for industrial processes.

1. Introduction

Fabrication of dimensionally accurate ceramic components is of
particular importance in industrial manufacturing [1–6]. Dimensional
accuracy is normally realized through machining after the initial
molding and sintering, which is especially costly for ceramic materials
[2,3,5]. Besides the time and expense of machining, this step is also
limited to simple geometries without overhangs and undercuts. This
limits the use of new technologies, like additive manufacturing, which
are prone to cracking and failure caused by this shrinkage. While,
machining of the ceramic body can be minimized through intelligent
mold design that is tailored to the specific sample’s dimensional
shrinkage [7,8], the amount of shrinkage and wastage can be further
reduced through modification to the formulation.

Shrinkage is pronounced for all conventional porous ceramic pre-
paration methods, although it varies strongly with the template used
and porosity or pore forming material [9–15]. Established methods to
produce macro-porous ceramics include sacrificial templating, direct
foaming, replica techniques and partial sintering [1,6,14]. Typical
shrinkage values found in the literature are 13–48 vol% for the sacri-
ficial template method [10,12], 56–81 vol% for the thermo-foaming
method [9] and 40–72 vol% for the replica method [11,16].

Dittmann et al. [17] introduced a new processing route to produce
porous ceramics with a high open porosity using the capillary

suspension phenomenon. Capillary suspensions are three phase systems
consisting of a regular suspension and a small amount (< 5 vol%) of a
secondary liquid that is immiscible with the primary liquid of the sus-
pension. The secondary liquid forms capillary bridges between the
particles and, thus, a sample-spanning network of flocculated particles
is formed [18–20]. Upon the creation of this particle network, the
suspension becomes gel-like and can be molded, debinded and subse-
quently sintered to produce porous ceramics with open porosities
> 50% and pore sizes in the range of 1 μm to 50 μm that exhibit high
mechanical stability and high permeability coefficients [17,21–23]. The
advantage of capillary suspension processing over other established
methods lies in the fabrication of bodies with porosities above 50%
combined with pore sizes less than 10 μm, a combination that is ar-
duous with the aforementioned processing routes [1,6,17,21].

Ceramic capillary suspension precursors are widely applicable as a
low cost, environmentally friendly, processing route for macroporous
ceramics [17]. These ceramics possess good mechanical properties, and
can be tailored in a wide range of porosity and pore size [21]. Maurath
et al. [24] already introduced capillary suspension-based inks for 3D
printing, which can be used for rapid prototyping and emphasizes the
versatility of this processing route. However, the effective productivity
must be explicitly studied to establish this new processing route in in-
dustry [25,26]. Productivity can be increased by either cost mini-
mization or increased effectiveness, which is related to better quality
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and more flexibility [7,26]. In this work, we show the effectiveness of
ceramic capillary suspensions by investigating forming properties and
introduce the applicability for prototyping as well as continuous pro-
cessing. We examine forming behavior in terms of shrinkage, shape
accuracy and green body stability. We show that capillary suspensions
feature homogeneous, linear shrinkage, therefore good shape accuracy,
and the total shrinkage is reduced by about 10% in comparison to pure
suspensions. Furthermore, we combine the capillary suspension ap-
proach with a continuous twin-screw extrusion process. Even though
we observe air entrainment during extrusion, we present a proof of
concept for continuous processing of porous ceramics directly from raw
materials through the capillary suspensions processing route.

2. Materials and sample preparation

Capillary suspension pastes were created using alumina particles (α-
Al2O3) with average particles size of d50,3= 5.5 μm (CT19FG, Almatis
GmbH, Ludwigshafen, Germany). The alumina particles have a density
of = 3.9 g/cmalumina

3 and exhibit an arbitrary isometric shape. Type 4 A
zeolite d50,3= 2.7 μm (Sipernat 44MS, Evonik Industries AG, Essen,
Germany) was used in the extrusion experiments to prevent damage to
the apparatus. The zeolite particles are of uniform cubic shape and have
a density of = 2.5 g/cmzeolite

3.
Two materials, low viscous paraffin oil (Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG,

dynamic viscosity = 0.85 g/cmoil
3, ° =(20 C) 0.03 Pa s) and paraffin

wax (Sasolwax 5205, Sasol GmbH, = 0. 78 g/cmwax
3,

= °T 52 55 Cmelt , ° =(65 C) 0.007 Pa s), were used as the bulk phase.
As the secondary phase, either an aqueous sucrose solution with 50 vol%
D(+)-sucrose (Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG) or glycerol (Rotipuran, Carl
Roth GmbH & Co. KG, = 1. 26 g/cmg

3, ° =(65 C) 0.06 Pa s) was used.
The aqueous sucrose solutions density is = 0.998 g/cmsuc

3.
The alumina particles were dispersed in the paraffin oil at room

temperature using a Hauschield SpeedMixer at 1250 rpm for 2 min and
mixed for an additional 2 min at 2000 rpm after adding the sucrose
solution. The sample volumes were 40 ml with solid fractions of
15  vol% and 20  vol%. The secondary phase fraction was varied between
0 vol% and 2 vol% (hereafter written as %). The three phase contact
angle was measured using the sessile drop method (DataPhysics
Instruments GmbH, OCA15, Filderstadt, Germany) on a dense, sintered
plate. This system had a contact angle of ± °66 1.4 , placing it in the
pendular state [18]. The interfacial tension, measured using the pen-
dant drop method, is ±43.1 0.2 mN/m. The prepared suspensions were
molded into a cylindrical form ( = =r h5 mm, 3 mm) and placed on an
absorbent pad. Samples were demolded directly after spreading and
were mechanically debinded on the absorbent pad for 20 days. This
extended debinding time was chosen to ensure complete mechanical
debinding and steady state values. As shrinkage mainly occurs within
the first day and remains constant afterwards a shorter time is generally
used in processing, particularly for the pure suspensions, which lose
strength after the first day.

For the green body stability and extrusion experiments, a wax-based
system using the less abrasive zeolite was employed. Molten wax, 20 %
zeolite particles and 2 % glycerol as secondary liquid were mixed with a
high shear dissolver at 1600 rpm for 10 min at = °T 65 Cprep for the
premixed extrudates. This system was also in the pendular state with a
contact angle, measured at the processing temperature of °65 C, of

± °87.2 9.4 . The interfacial tension is ±30.2 0. 7 mN/m. Additionally,
extrudates were directly mixed from the raw materials using a co-ro-
tating twin screw extruder ZSK 25 (Coperion GmbH, Stuttgart).
Extrusion experiments were performed at the IKT, University of
Stuttgart, Stuttgart. We did not perform a mechanical debinding step
for the wax-based system. Both the pre-mixed and in situ samples were
extruded with a throughput of 2 kg/h at 8 bar and °62 C through a die
with inner and outer diameters of 4 mm and 6 mm, respectively. The
extrudates were freely cooled prior to debinding and sintering. Sample
used for the green body stability measurements were molded into forms

with the dimensions × ×50 mm 12 mm 5 mm by hand.
All sample were thermally debinded in a debinding oven

(Nabertherm LVT 5/11) using a protocol that heated the samples to
°200 C (30 min), °500 C (60 min) and then °800 C (15 min) on a porous

ceramic plate to completely remove the remaining bulk and secondary
phase. The alumina sample were sintered at °1650 C for 2 h and the
zeolite sample were sintered at °1100 C for 2 h (Nabertherm LHT 04/
17).

2.1. Characterization

Rheological characterization of the suspensions was carried out
using a rotational rheometer (Haake Mars II; Thermo Scientific,
Karlsruhe, Germany) at °20 C. Yield stress measurements, using a vane
geometry (Z20 according to DIN 53019-1), were accomplished using
shear stress ramps with a shear stress range from σ=0.1−1000 Pa.
Apparent yield stress values were evaluated from deformation vs. stress
curves using the tangent method.

Information about the green body stability was obtained from visual
inspection of wax-based samples placed on two metal bars of 8mm
height, separated by 4 cm, and heating the samples to °100 C in an oven
for 75 min.

A 3D laser scanning confocal microscope (Keyence VK-X100) was
used to measure the sample dimensions during processing. Two per-
pendicular sections were recorded and the total volume was calculated
assuming that the samples were truncated cones (conical frustum) using
Matlab. Circles were fit to the top and bottom perpendicular sections at
the average heights hmean and at h0.1 mean to find the true, extrapolated
cone volume. We measured the bottom radius at h0.1 mean to avoid
fitting problems caused by noisy data near the reflective substrate.
Some samples show strong edge superelevation, which we did not
consider in the average height calculation, but which was added to the
calculated cylinder volume. The method was developed in accordance
to the slumping test, commonly used for evaluating cementitious paste
workability [27]. While the slump test uses cone geometries as molds to
observe concretes slumping per time [27], we used cylindrical molds to
facilitate homogeneous shrinkage. Shape accuracy was determined
from scanned sample cross sections.

Shrinkage of the sintered sample was calculated using the ratio of
volumes from porosity , dry mass mdry and the form volume Vform ac-
cording to:

=V
V

m
V(1 )form

dry

form (1)

The porosity was determined using Archimedes’ principle according
to DIN EN 993-1. Scanning-electron-microscope (SEM) micrographs (S-
4500; Hitachi High-Technologies Europe GmbH) of sintered part cross-
sections were used to analyze the microstructure. Pore sizes were cal-
culated via the Line-Intercept-Method [28].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Green body stability

As previously shown for alumina-based and other capillary sus-
pensions [21,29–31], we observed an increase in yield stress with in-
creasing amounts of secondary phase in the pendular state as the size of
the capillary bridges and their number increases, and then a peak and
subsequent reduction in the yield stress as the bridges coalesce in the
funicular state, as shown in Fig. 1. The capillary suspension with
ϕsec= 2% shows highest yield stress (Fig. 1A) and best green body
stability (Fig. 1B). With the exception of 2 % and 3 %, the other samples
failed under their own weight after 75min. The capillary suspension
samples did not fail catastrophically, although they did deform slightly.
The green body stability is related to the paste yield stress, with the
samples having 250 Payield able to withstand this test. This increased
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green body stability will enable formation of complex forms, e.g.
overhangs or undercuts can be retained.

3.2. Shape-accuracy and shrinkage

While the green body stability is a good indicator for the applic-
ability of these pastes, the shrinkage and shape accuracy during de-
binding and sintering must also be measured. We performed laser mi-
croscopic measurements of the cylindrical alumina-based samples to
determine shrinkage and shape accuracy after mechanical and thermal
debinding as well as in the sintered state. Fig. 2 shows 3D laser mi-
croscopic images (top) as well as cross sections (bottom) of a pure and a

capillary suspension after debinding. The pure suspension (left) has
superelevations on the top surface edges and clear edge exaggerations
on the bottom surface indicating either spreading or asymmetric
shrinkage. The higher superelevation on one side of the pure suspension
probably results from inaccuracies during demolding as well as a
shearing failure. Additionally, a significant difference between the top
and bottom radii is observed. On the contrary, the capillary suspension
(right) shows a good shape accuracy with clean edges on the top surface
and very little slumping or spreading at the bottom and almost perfectly
straight edges from bottom to top. Bitsch et al. [32] showed similar
results for the edge contour of wet electrode slurries. The volume of the
largest inscribing disk, that is the largest disk that could be cut from the

Fig. 1. (A) Paste yield stress versus secondary phase volume fraction for the wax-based zeolite system (ϕsolid= 0.15). (B) Images showing wax-based samples of the
pastes lying on two bars after heating to 100 °C for 75min. Their deformation behavior presents the green body stability.

Fig. 2. (Top) 3D-laser microscopic images and (bottom) the corresponding cross section of mechanically debinded alumina-based (ϕsolid= 20 vol%) systems. The
pure suspension is illustrated on the left, the capillary suspension with ϕsec= 2 vol% on the right. Samples were molded in a cylindrical form (rform= 5mm,
hform= 3mm), as shown by the grey lines.
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debinded form, relative to the form’s volume is only 0.57 for the pure
suspension and 0.65 for the capillary suspension. Therefore, the capil-
lary suspension offers higher shape accuracy, which enables complex
shapes to be produced with less finishing work and less waste, but it
does undergo shrinkage during mechanical debinding.

To further evaluate our findings, we determined the linear
shrinkage by measuring the bottom and top radii as well as the mean
sample height from the cross sectional images (Fig. 2). The results for
the alumina samples with ϕsolid= 15% and ϕsolid= 20% after thermal
debinding are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3A shows the normalized radii
shrinkage for different amounts of secondary phase. The bottom radius
shape accuracy r r/bottom form is independent of the amount of secondary
phase, while the linear top shape accuracy is increased for capillary
suspension until ϕsec= 2% after which it remains constant. For

ϕsolid= 20% shape accuracy increases from ±0.83 0.04 for pure sus-
pensions to ±0.89 0.02 for capillary suspensions. For lower solid frac-
tions of ϕsolid= 15% r r/top form rises from ±0.78 0.02 to ±0.84 0.02 when
forming a capillary suspension. For solid fractions of ϕsolid= 20% and
insufficient amounts of secondary phase to build a sample spanning
network, the measured standard deviation is twice as high as for ca-
pillary suspensions. As mentioned earlier, the high deviations probably
result from inaccuracies during demolding as well as from shearing
failure. The bottom shrinkage is mainly controlled by the substrate
adhesion, whereas the top shrinkage is dominated by particle mobility
and orientation [33,34]. The strong decrease in shrinkage of the top
while the bottom remains uniform means a substantially lower differ-
ence between the top and bottom radii and, therefore, an increasing
shape accuracy. These findings are in good agreement with the images
shown in Fig. 2. Besides the substrate adhesion, the capillary suspen-
sion’s bottom shrinkage can be linked to its increased yield stress while
the pure suspension’s bottom radius shape accuracy seems to be due to
stronger edge exaggerations.

The normalized linear height shrinkage for different secondary
phase fractions is shown in Fig. 3B. For the samples with ϕsolid= 15%,
the pure suspension green body height is only 68 % of the form height
while the capillary suspension (ϕsec= 2%) height is still 84 % of the
initial height. As mentioned before, the top radius of the pure suspen-
sion is smaller than for the capillary suspension. Therefore, this increase
of the mean height for capillary suspensions is even more remarkable
with respect to the resulting volumetric shape accuracy. The capillary
suspension with ϕsolid= 20% shows constant shrinkage in height and
radii for ϕsec= 2–4%, as well as good reproducibility as indicated by
the small error bars. This plateau area is correlated to the suspension
yield stress peak (Fig. 1A and Dittmann et al. [21]). Capillary suspen-
sions are, in comparison to pure suspensions, better in terms of their
shape accuracy in all geometric dimensions.

The shrinkage in all three states, mechanically debinded, thermal
debinded and sintered was analyzed from laser microscopic data and is
shown in Fig. 4. The black bars in the sintered state represent the
shrinkage additionally determined from Archimedes method order to
confirm the laser microscopic data. The results of the two methods are
in good agreement for all eight measured samples. This non-invasive
laser microscopic method facilitates the determination of the sample’s
volume regardless of its state.

The graph in Fig. 4 shows a strong decrease in shrinkage for ca-
pillary suspensions in comparison to pure suspensions. The slight dif-
ferences between mechanical and thermal debinded sample shrinkage
indicates that the greatest change to the network structure occurs as the

Fig. 3. Normalized linear shrinkage data of the thermal debinded oil-based
alumina systems. The samples were molded in a cylindrical form
(rform=5mm, hform= 3mm), mechanically debinded on an absorbent pad for
20 days, followed by a thermal debinding procedure up to 800 °C for 15min.
(A) Top and bottom radii, measured at hmean and 0.1∙hmean, respectively, nor-
malized by form radius rform and (B) mean height normalized by the form
height versus secondary phase volume fraction. The dashed lines represent the
form dimensions at a ratio of one.

Fig. 4. Shrinkage of different sample compositions for the three preparation
states (after mechanical debinding, thermal debinding and sintering). The solid
volume fraction is ϕsolid= 20 vol% for the white bars and the secondary phase
fraction varies from ϕsec= 0–4 vol%. Grey bars represent samples with a solid
content of ϕsolid= 15 vol% and secondary phases from ϕsec= 0–2 vol%.

Fig. 5. Fractured segment of a sintered hollow tube based on an extruded ca-
pillary suspension from zeolite particles. This sample (ϕsolid= 20 vol%,
ϕsec = 2 vol%) was mixed in situ prior to extrusion.

Fig. 6. SEM (BSE) crosscut images of sintered capillary suspensions using
paraffin wax as bulk phase, ϕsolid= 20 vol% zeolite particles and
ϕsec = 2 vol% glycerol as secondary phase, with constant sintering con-
ditions (Tsinter = 1100 °C, tsinter= 2 h). Solid particles appear as light grey
and pores as black. (A) laboratory molded, ε=67%, dpore= 7.8 μm, (B)
premixed extruded, ε=71%, dpore= 17.6 μm, C) directly mixed, ex-
truded, ε=71%, dpore= 17.1 μm.
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main part of bulk phase is absorbed into the pad and, therefore, the
thermal debinding does not affect the resulting porosity. Removal of the
bulk phase during mechanical debinding occurs quickly, within the first
day, as evidenced by monitoring shrinkage during this step. Therefore,
a debinding time greater than 24 h at room temperature is unnecessary.
Indeed, the wax-based systems used for extrusion in this paper or 3D-
printing of capillary suspensions [24], samples were thermally de-
binded without mechanical debinding. For these samples, the thermal
debinded state indicates the maximum sample porosity which can be
reached by this composition if we sinter for a minimum of time. For a
particle fraction of ϕsolid= 20%, the maximum porosity is 5% higher
for the capillary (V2 = 2%) than for the pure suspension with the
maximum porosity even 10% higher for the ϕsolid= 15% sample.
Again, the capillary suspension (ϕsolid= 20%) form a plateau area for
secondary phase fractions of ϕsec= 2–4%. Dittmann et al. previously
showed that capillary suspension derived ceramics are tunable in this
region. While the porosity stays constant, the pore size distribution
varies with the secondary phase fraction [21].

A more homogeneous shrinkage between the top and the bottom is
not only consistent with a better shape accuracy but also with a more
homogeneous drying stress within the suspension [35]. This is con-
sistent with the results of Schneider et al. [34] where cracking was
reduced. This confirms our previous results and emphasizes the benefits
of capillary suspensions in terms of shape accuracy, molding behavior
and defect-free drying. This combination is particularly interesting for
additive manufacturing processes.

3.3. Extrusion

The cold-extrusion of ceramic capillary suspensions is possible and
can even be used to form complex shapes such as hollow tubes, as
shown in Fig. 5. We successfully extruded premixed capillary suspen-
sions as well as directly mixed capillary suspensions from raw materials
with a twin screw extruder. None of the resulting extrudates cracked
and they all showed homogeneous shrinkage behavior during de-
binding and sintering.

Fig. 6 shows cross-cut images of a laboratory molded capillary
suspension (Fig. 6A), an extruded, premixed (Fig. 6B) and an extruded,
directly mixed capillary suspension (Fig. 6C). The molded capillary
suspension shows the typical homogenous pore structure with a por-
osity of = 67% and an average pore size of dpore= 7.8 μm. The por-
osities of both extruded samples are between 70%< ε<75%, the
average pore size for the extruded premixed and extruded directly
mixed sample is 17.6 μm and 17.1 μm, respectively. This difference in
porosity and pore size between the extruded and the laboratory molded
sample corresponds to the microstructural inhomogeneity caused by
the entrainment of air during extrusion. Air entrainment is a common
issue in extrusion processing [36–42], which can be solved by an ap-
propriate screw concept, barrel fill length or vacuum extrusion
[36,40,42] in further experiments. As seen from the SEM-images, and
further proven by μCT analysis of the extruded green bodies, there is no
observable difference between the two extruded samples. Therefore,
capillary suspensions can be mixed and formed from raw materials in a
single, continuous process. Such continuous processing will enable this
method to be easily applied to existing high throughput industrial op-
erations.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated processing behavior of ceramic ca-
pillary suspension precursors comprising shrinkage, shape accuracy,
green body stability and showed their suitability for a continuous ex-
trusion process. Capillary suspensions offer higher green body stabi-
lities than pure suspensions caused by their increased yield stress. Using
a confocal laser scanning microscope, we investigated the shrinkage
and shape accuracy in all three stages: mechanically debinded,

thermally debinded and sintered. The substrate adhesion is the domi-
nant mechanism on the bottom and prevents shrinkage, therefore, we
did not observe a difference between pure and capillary suspensions in
the shrinkage at the bottom. Linear top shrinkage, the free surface, is
significantly reduced through the capillary suspension approach. We
observed an increase of up to 7% of top radius net-shape accuracy for
capillary suspensions in comparison to pure suspensions, thus the linear
difference from bottom to top is only about 12% for the capillary sus-
pension and 16% for the corresponding pure suspension. Furthermore,
the capillary suspension’s height is increased by 16% compared to pure
suspensions. For total volumetric shape accuracy, this means an in-
crease from 0.5 for the pure suspension to 0.7 for capillary suspensions
relative to the form’s volume.

Capillary suspensions combine green body stability and high shape
accuracy with low and nearly uniform shrinkage, which enables more
accurate molds to be designed and the final machining to be reduced.
On this basis, we performed extrusion experiments using a twin-screw
extruder and succeeded in forming the capillary suspensions from the
raw components without any difference from the premixed, extruded
capillary suspensions. The premixed, as well as the directly mixed ex-
truded bodies’ microstructures show inhomogeneities that result from
air entrainments. However, our experiments show that extruding and
sintering complex structures from ceramic capillary suspension pre-
cursors result in crack-free bodies and, therefore, can be applied for
continuous shaping processes.

Ceramic capillary suspension precursors are widely applicable as a
low cost, environmentally friendly, processing route for macroporous
ceramics [17]. By this concept, ceramics can be tailored in a wide range
of porosity and pore size, offering good mechanical properties [21]. The
forming properties, green body stability, shape accuracy and shrinkage
shown here, combined with the ability of capillary suspensions to
suppress crack formation demonstrate the method’s suitability for in-
dustrial and laboratory use. Sintered body dimensions can be calculated
and accurately realized through simple engineered mold design. More
complex bodies can be realized by 3D-printing processes, e.g. honey-
combs with high specific strength or prototyping [24], as well as in
continuous processes like the presented extrusion. Therefore, this work
emphasizes the strengths of ceramic capillary suspension route as an
accurate, low cost, widely applicable variable fabrication method for
porous ceramics. We anticipate possible application in various fields,
like membranes or filters [34], lightweight construction materials [24],
biomedical devices, gas diffusers, thermal insulators or catalyst carriers.
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